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The Seer Draganna foretold of the Eight Sons of Destiny several
centuries ago in the Song of Destiny. Interpretations of the Song have
the people of Katan believing that a disaster will befall the world
because of these brothers finding their true loves. Therefore, the
eight brothers are exiled to the isle of Nightfall in an attempt to avoid
this potential disaster. Women are strictly forbidden on Nightfall
Island. The first brother, Saber, has already met and embraced his
destiny with the woman he loves. Second born Wolfer happily
accepted his fate with the woman of his dreams. The next brother to
face his fate is Dominor, the Master, third born of the brothers.
Dominor has been kidnapped from the Isle of Nightfall and taken
captive by slavers. He is sold to a beautiful sorceress who promises
to grant him his freedom in exchange for his assistance in a small
matter. However, the truth is Lady Serina has big plans for Dominor.
She needs a very powerful mage to recreate a magical Tantric ritual to
reverse a botched spell cast centuries ago. The original spell caused a
war that has been raging between two countries for decades. Dominor
has no idea that Serina is keeping an enormous secret from him
regarding the outcome of the ritual. Will he ever trust Serina when
her deceit is revealed? Can the ritual actually alleviate the problems
that caused the war in the first place? Is it even possible for these two
headstrong people to find their happily ever after?
THE MASTER is a captivating love story centered on two powerful
individuals who are used to being in control of any situation. Dominor
and Serina are strong, well-developed characters with interesting
personalities and abilities.
The sparks created by their interaction
literally leap from the pages and set your imagination ablaze. I admit
that Dominor fascinated me in the two previous books in this delightful
series, THE SWORD, and THE WOLF. In THE MASTER, his charisma
and allure is obvious from the very beginning. Serina is every bit his
equal in character and ability.
Their scenes together are both
charming and amusing to read. Their absorbing interaction helps to
propel the story to an emotionally fulfilling conclusion.

Jean Johnson has captured my heart with these enthralling stories.
THE MASTER is an action-packed addition to the incredible and
fascinating SONS OF DESTINY series. I am eagerly looking forward to
reading more of Jean Johnson's books. She is an extremely talented
writer with a phenomenal story-telling ability. THE MASTER is
unquestionably keeper shelf material; so run, don't walk, to your local
bookstore and pick up your copy of this spellbinding tale!

